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Plan of the talk 

� The Question 
◦ Timbre as form-bearing 

� 2 Theories of Timbre 
◦ Helmholtz 
◦ Gibson 

� A Hybrid Theory 
◦ Case study:  Mikrophonie I 
◦ Case study: Sound Typomorphology 

� Problems and Prospects 



A Question: 

 
Could there be a “music theory” of timbre 
– i.e. one as rich and complex as our 
theory of pitch relations? 



A Question: 

 
Can timbre be a form-bearing element? 



Some Conditions 

1.  Discrete categories 
2.  Ordered / organized by relations 
3.  Invariants across “irrelevant” 

transformations 
4.  Relations varied allowing for build and 

release of tension 
5.  Attention can be directed to qualities, 

relations, or combinations thereof 

MacAdams & Saariaho, 1985 
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Group Theoretic Structure 



Theories of Timbre 

� What “is” timbre? 
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Theories of Timbre 

� What best explains our judgments of 
timbre categories? 

� Answers in  
◦  Philosophy 
◦ Musicology 
◦  Psychology 
◦  Linguistics / Informatics 



Helmholtz 

� On the Sensations of Tone, 1863 

�  Sound:  disturbance in a medium 

�  Sound perception completely analyzable 
in terms of the proximal stimulus, i.e. the 
waveform incident at the ears. 



Helmholtz 

� Physiological theory:  ear performs 
Fourier analysis of sound wave 

� Psychological theory:  experience of 
complex sounds composed of primitive 
sensations of simple (sine) tones 

� Timbre:  function of spectral composition of 
waveform 



Helmholtz 

� Dominant in 
◦  Physics 
◦  Psychophysics 
◦  Informatics  (Linguistics?) 

� Advantages:  
◦ Complete 
◦ Mathematically rigorous 
◦  Precise analysis of stimuli / data 



Grey, 1977 
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Gibson 

� The Senses considered as Perceptual 
Systems, 1966 

� Perception best analyzed in terms of 
features of the ecological environment of 
interest on an evolutionary timescale. 



Gibson 

� Q:  What ecological information is conveyed 
through audition? 

� A:  Distal event locations / types 

� Timbre:  function of type of physical 
interaction at sound source. 



Gibson 

� Balzano,1986:  Gibson better explains 
musical uses of timbre 

� Philosophers prefer Gibson’s view  
◦ O’Callaghan, 2007 
◦ Roden, 2010 
◦ Davies, 2010 

�  Fits intuition that sound events are distal 



Gibson 

� Claim:  Gibson better explains the invariants 
in our attributions of timbre. 

� Musical instrument families 
◦  Strings, winds, percussion, etc. 

� Non-musical sound classification 
◦ Knocks, taps, hums, squeaks, screeches, etc. 

�  Identity across different environments 



Problems for Gibson   

1.  Cannot predict timbre similarities: 
◦ Wah pedal / muted trumpet / baby crying 
◦  “Babbling brook”  
◦ Grey:  flute / violin 
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Problems for Gibson   

1.  Cannot predict timbre similarities: 
◦ Wah pedal / muted trumpet / baby crying 
◦  “Babbling brook”  
◦ Grey:  flute / violin 

2.  Mispredicts timbre differences: 
◦  Piano vs. kettledrum 
◦ Musical saw / traditional strings (?) 

3.  Rigor? 
◦ No taxonomy of “physical event types” 



A Hybrid Theory? 

� Categorization? – function of distal event 
types 

�  Similarities between categories? – function 
of (dynamics of) relative spectral 
compositions 

 



Musical Practice as Evidence 

� Composers must communicate timbres 
to performers 

�  (Effective) musical practice serves as 
evidence for a theory of timbral invariants 



Case study: Mikrophonie I 
�  Stockhausen, 1964 

�  Tam Tam + found 
objects + microphones 

�  6 performers: 2 using 
objects on Tam Tam; 2 
moving microphones; 2 
manipulating filters 



Case study: Mikrophonie I 

� Phase I:  notation 

� Abandons description of physical activities 
in favor of words for physical event types 
(sawing, knocking, etc.) 
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�  (Gibson categorization?) 



Case study: Mikrophonie I 
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discovers words for event types 
sometimes “sound” different (schwirrend 
vs fluttering), so changes to onomatopoeia 
([arrow] whistling) 



Case study: Mikrophonie I 

� Phase II:  translation 

�  In translating from German to English, 
discovers words for event types 
sometimes “sound” different (schwirrend 
vs fluttering), so changes to onomatopoeia 
([arrow] whistling) 

�  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 
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� Phase III:  refinement 

� Works with musicians to find better 
objects (event types) for reproducing 
sounds as notated 



Case study: Mikrophonie I 

� Phase III:  refinement 

� Works with musicians to find better 
objects (event types) for reproducing 
sounds as notated 

�  (Helmholtz similarity?) 



Sound Typomorphology 

�  Schaeffer, 1966 
� Thoresen, 2004 

� Based on “acousmatic” hearing (ignoring 
sound production types)  

� Helmholtz 
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Sound Typomorphology 

�  Schaeffer, 1966 
� Thoresen, 2004 

� Based on “acousmatic” hearing (ignoring 
sound production types)  

� Helmholtz 

�  Failure to exhaustively specify sounds  



Sound Typomorphology 

�  Schaeffer:  appeal to “grains” resulting 
from beating vs. rubbing vs. resonance 

� Thoresen:  use of extra terms such as 
“metallic” 

�  Julian Rawlinson:  uses Thoresen system as 
notation, but must specify “patch” & 
“samples” separately. 



A Hybrid Theory 

� Categorization – function of distal event 
types 

�  Similarities between categories – function of 
(dynamics of) relative spectral 
compositions 
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A Hybrid Theory   

� Q1:  is it coherent? 
◦  If dual mechanisms 

� Q2:  is it psychologically plausible? 
◦  Phoneme-detection theory? (MacA. & S.) 

� Q3:  what does it mean for the potential 
of timbre as a form-bearing element? 
◦  Bad news? 



Thank You 


